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Abst rac t - -The  asymptotic stability of shock profiles is proved for a nonconvex convection- 
diffusion equation by using weighted energy estimates for the integrated equation. The key of our 
proofs is to employ a weight function depending on the shock profile in energy estimates. The time 
decay rate is also obtained. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
Consider a nonconvex convection-diffusion equation in the form 
ut+f (u )x  =#uz:~, xER,  t>0,  (1.1) 
subject to prescribed initial condition 
u(x, O) = uo(x) --~ u+, as x --* =t=oc, (1.2) 
with # > 0 and f (u )  c C 2 not necessarily convex. 
A shock profile U(x - st) which moves with speed s satisfies 
ttU' = f (U)  - f (u+) - s (V - u+),  (1.3) 
with U( i cc )  = u+. Without loss of generality, we assume u+ < u_ hereafter. The profile exists 
provided that u± and s satisfy the Rankine-Hugoniot relation 
- s  (u+ - u_)  + f (u+) - f (u_) = O, (1.4) 
and the Oleink's shock condition 
Q(u)=_f (u ) - f (u+) -s (u -u±)  <0,  fo ruE  (u+,u_ ) .  (1.5) 
Setting ¢50(x ) = fx__~(uo(y) - U(y + xo)) dy, where the shift x0 = f (uo(x )  - U(z))  dx/u+ - u_.  
With this in mind, we shall prove the following theorem. 
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THEOREM 1.1. Assume f (u )  satisfy (1.4),(1.5), and s ~ f ' (u±) .  Let U(x - st) be a shock profile 
of (1.1), and assume that uo - U is integrable on R and ¢0 E H 2, there exists a constant 6 > 0 
such that i f  [[¢0[[ < 6, then the Cauchy problem (1.1),(1.2)has a unique global solution u(x , t )  
satisfying 
u -- U E C O ([0, oo); H 1) M L 2 (0, 00; H2) ,  
and moreover 
suP Iu ( t ,x ) -U(x  + xo-s t ) [ - -~0,  as t - -~oo .  (1.6) 
R 
In addit ion we offer Theorem 1.2. 
THEOREM 1.2. Let u be a solution obtained in Theorem 1.1 and let ¢0 E H 2 N L 2 for some 
a > O, then it holds 
sup [u(t,x) - U (z  - st)[ < C(1 + t) -[~/2] (lIUo - UI[ 1 + 1¢0[~), t > 0, (1.7) 
xER 
where C is a posit ive constant. 
The stabil ity of shock profiles for (1.1) has been studied extensively ([1-7] and references 
therein). We refer the reader to [8-11] for the complicated system case. The method used in 
this paper is similar to that  developed in [4]. Since the weight used in [4] does not work for our 
case, we shall prove the stabil ity theorem with a new weight, which is motivated by the discrete 
analogues [12]. In Section 3, we also obtain the decay rate which is sharper than that  in [5]. 
NOTATION. Let us now define the weighted L 2 space 
L2  = f :  ][fl]L~ - - I I IK  = f (x )12K dx < c~ , 
Hj  (j ~ 0) is the usual Sobolev space of functions differentiable j t imes in L2(R). When the 
weight K = (x/~ = (1 ÷ x2) ~/2, we write L~ -- L~ and [. [K = I" [~ without confusion; when 
C -1 _< K _< C, we note that  L 2 -- H ° = L~ -- L~ with the norm [[. [[ -- ][. [[0 -- [" ]0 ~ [" [K. 
2. STABIL ITY  ANALYSIS  
First, we collect some properties of the shock profile U which is useful for our stabil ity analysis. 
LEMMA 2.1. Suppose (1.4),(1.5) hold, then for each fi E (u+, u_),  there is a unique shock profile 
U(x - st) of  (1.1) taking on the value U(O) = ~ and U(:t:oo) = u+. Moreover, Ux < 0 for all 
xER.  
LEMMA 2.2. For general nonconvex function f ,  i f  (1.4),(1.5) hold and s ~ f ' (u+ ), then there 
must  exists a posit ive function w(u) E C2[u+,u_] satisfying C -1 < w <_ C such that wQ is 
convex for u E [u+, u_]. 
PROOF. By the condition (1.4),(1.5) and s # f ' (u±) ,  we can choose w such that  wQ is a convex 
hull of Q, particularly, we choose w such that  wQ = (u - u+)(u - u_)  is a convex function. ] 
Applying the transformations 
$ x 
x +--- x ÷ x0 - st~ t ~-- - ,  x ~-- - ,  
# # 
we may assume/z = 1, x0 = 0, and s = 0. Then the profile U(x) is a stat ionary solution of (1.1). 
Writ ing u(x,  t) = U(x) + Cx(x, t), then ¢ satisfies 
+ Q (a )cx  - ¢xx = F, (2.1) 
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with initial data ¢(0, x) = S0(x) and F = -{ f (U  + Cx) - f(U) - f ' (U)¢~}. Asymptotic stability 
of the profile U(x) means that any perturbation ¢~ decays to zero as t --* oo. We define the 
solution space of (2.1) as 
X(0, T) = {¢; CEC°(O,T ;H2) ;  Cx E L2(0, T; H2)} ,  0 <T_<cx~. 
Then the Cauchy problem (2.1) can be solved globally in time as follows. 
THEOREM 2.3. Assume q~0 E H 2, if 11¢0112 is sufficiently small, then a solution ¢(x, t) exists in 
X(O, oo) and satisfies ll¢~ll~ --+ o as t ~ ~.  
Theorem 1.1 is a direct consequence of Theorem 2.3. Global existence and decay for qh(x, t) in 
Theorem 2.3 will be derived from a local existence theorem for ¢ combined with a priori estimate. 
L 
t 
I1¢11~ + 11¢=(~-)1122 d-,-< C I1¢ot1~, (2.2) 
for N(T)  = suP0<~<T 11¢(~)112 suitably small. The local existence can be proved in a standard 
way, we omit its proof. For the proof of (2.2), we first establish the basic L 2 estimate as follows. 
LEMMA 2.4. For any fixed number 5 > 0, let ¢(t) E X(0, T) be a solution of (2.1), i fN (T )  < 
then it holds 
/o' io'i I I¢(t)ll 2 + (1 - CN(t)) IlCx(',-)ll 2 d',- + IUxl I¢12 d~d',- _< C i1¢otl 2 , (2 .3 )  
where t E [0,T], and C > 0 is a constant depending on 5 but not on T. 
PROOF. To overcome the difficulty caused by nonconvexity of f ,  we introduce a weight function 
K(z ,  t) and multiply (2.1) by 2K¢, integrate the resulting equality over R by parts, it holds 
d 
where K is a weight determined later, and 
A = -K t  - (KQ ' (U) )~ - Kxx ,  (2.5) 
we will often leave out function arguments once they are clear from the context. In order to 
derive (2.3) by the energy method based on (2.4), we need to determine a weight function K 
satisfying C -1 < K ~ C so as to satisfy A > -CUx for x E R. Once this is done, the proof of 
lemma is complete. Choosing K = w(U), which depends on the shock profile only by virtue of 
= U: w n Ux Q, wehaveA=-  x (Q)  which leads toA>-CUx if we take w as in Lemma 2.2. | 
Then we estimate the higher-order derivatives, computing, for j = 1,2, 
[D3¢(z,t)] 2 dx = 2 DieD J (¢xx - Q'(U)*x + F) dz. 
By integrating by parts and symmetrizing derivatives on ¢, one easily verifies that, for j = 1, 2 
J 
d /IDJ I 2(t)÷ f ID'+1¢12÷ i k¢l 2 (2.6) 
Integrating (2.6) over [0, t] and adding the resulting inequality to (2.3) yield (2.2) provided N(T)  
is suitably small. 
We remark that the above proof does not yield a decay rate for the perturbation ¢~ except in 
the sense that ]o  H¢l]~ -< 11¢0115. 
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3. T IME DECAY EST IMATES 
We now focus on the proof of an algebraic decay rate t -~ (7 > 0) under some additional 
assumptions on initial perturbation. Reformulating the original problem into (2.1) with initial 
data in H 2 N L2a, we have the following theorem. 
THEOREM 3.1. Suppose ¢0 6 H 2 N L 2 for some a > 0, if [[¢0[[2 is sufficiently small, then the 
problem (2.1) has a unique global solution ¢ 6 X(0, +ex~) satisfying 
(1 + t)I<'lll¢(t)ll~ + J f (x  + ~-)MII¢:(~-)II~ _< c (1¢o1~ + I1¢o11~), t ~ O. (3.1) 
This theorem can be proved in the similar way to that in Section 2, so we omit its details. 
For the proof of decay rate (3.1), we need more time decay estimates. First, we prove the basic 
estimate 
LEMMA 3.2. For any ~7, 7 6 [0, c~], there is a positive constant C independent ofT ,  t3, and 
such that the estimate holds for t E [0, T], 
io' )/o' (1 + t)'rl¢(t)l~ + ¢~ (l+r)~l¢(r)l~_ldr+ -CN(t) (l+r)~l¢.(r)l~dr 
{ io' S/ ) <c I¢o1~+~ ( l+T) '~- l l¢(r ) l~+/~ (1+~-)~11¢:(~-)112d~ " (3.2) 
provided N(T) is suitably small. 
PROOF. Without loss of generality, we assume U(O) = ~t = u+ + u_/2. Choosing the weight K 
in (2.4) as K = [(w(U), where/ (  = (1 + t)'r{z) ~ and w = (u - u+)(u - u_)/Q and rearranging 
the terms by parts, we have 
-~d f~ S fi(w¢2 dx + S B¢~ d x ! Kw¢ 2 dx + 2 
= f Rtw¢2dx-2if~,w¢¢.dx+2 f r(wF(dx, (3.3) 
where 
B --= - [/TU(wQ)']x > C0¢7(1 + t)~(x> z- l ,  x e R, (3.4) 
we delay the proof of this inequality until the end of this section. Integrating (3.3) over [0, t] and 
noting C -1 < w(U) < C, / (  = (1 + t)~<x) ~, we have 
(l+t)'ri¢(t)12B+~Lt(l+T)~l¢(T)l~_l+fot(1-t-T)~lCx(7")'2~dT<C {1¢012+7 L t ( l+m)  7"-1 1¢('/-)1~ dT 
For the third term on the RHS of (3.5), we have 
2 , .  , < '> ' - '+ : "  
+ ~ tz~ ~ dz < ~ n_~ + CM I1¢~112 +
I_>M 
for some fixed M > 0. The fourth term on the RHS of (3.5) is majorized by CN(t)fo(1 + 
r)'r l(x (T) l$ dr. Substitution of these estimates into (3.5) yields (3.2). This completes the proof 
of Lemma 3.2. 
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Based on (3.2) we have the following lemma. 
LEMMA 3.3. Let 3` C [0, c~] be an integer. Then it holds for N(T)  suitably small, 
(] + t)~l~(t)l~_~ + (a - 3`) (1 + ~)~1¢(~)1~-~-1 dT 
+ (1 + r)  "r ICx (T) 2 2 I~_~ d~ <_ CN~. (3.6) 
Consequently, for any 3` <_ [a], the following estimate holds 
// (1 + t)~ll¢(t)ll 2 + (1 + T)~lJ¢~(r)l I2dr _< CN 2, (3.7) 
where N~ = I¢ol,~ + ll¢ol12- 
PROOF. F i rst ,  lett ing ~3 = c~ and V = 0 in (3.2) and using (2.3), we have (3.6) with ~ = 0, thus 
Lemma3.3  is proved for a < 1. For rn < a < m+l  (m = 1 ,2 , . . . , [a ] ) ,  step by step, lett ing 
/3 = 0 and 7 = m in (3.2) and using (3.6) with 3` = m-  1, we have (3.7) with 7 = rn, then lett ing 
/3 = c~ - m and 3' = m in (3.2) and using (3.6) with 7 = rn - 1, and (3.7) with 7 = m show (3.6) 
with 3` = m. Thus, the desired est imate is completed for any c~ > 0. | 
Final ly, we apply  0~ to (2.1) and mult ip ly it by (1 +t)~O~¢ and integrate the result ing equat ion 
over (0, t) x R, then we can obtain the same est imates on higher derivatives of the solution, the 
detai ls  are omitted.  
LEMMA 3.4. Let l = 1 and l = 2. For any 9, < [c~], it holds/br N(T)  suitably small  
/o (1 4- t) ~ tlo~,(t)ll = + (1 -]- T) 3' tl Oxl+l ~(~_)ll = d~- < CN~,= t ~ [o, T]. (3.s) 
Now, the est imate (3.1) follows direct ly from (3.7) and (3.8). This finishes the proof of Theo- 
rem 3.1 which ensure Theorem 1.2. 
Now we turn to the proof of (3.4). 
PROOF. By virtue of the expression o f / f ,  w(U) and Ux = Q, we est imate B as 
B = -fCx(wO)' - [((wQ)"Ux 
= [-2/~--(-~X (u-~)-2(z l~]~:<x)- l ,  
from the inequal i ty Uz < 0 and U(0) = ~ together with 2(U - ~) --* u± - u T as x --* +oc,  we 
have ( -Uz(O)x 2, for x near 0, 
=-=,z (u  - ~) _> 
-2 (x )  l c > 0, otherwise. 
On the other hand, the posit ive function -2 (x )Q/# >_ -(Q(ft) /#) for x near 0. These facts 
imply (3.4). 
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